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2009 – Archetype Innovations, Inc. launched Neehr Perfect

Fall 2012 – Adopted by Doisy College of Health Sciences online (the cloud), completely web-based with no software to install

24/7 support desk available to you and your students by email and phone

Based upon the VA’s CPRS (Computerized Patient Record System) and VISTA (Veterans Health Information Systems and Technology Architecture)

Introduced along side EPIC

http://my.neehrperfect.com/about/specs
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Neehr Perfect is an educationally-based HER Vendor works collaboratively to develop curricula Test-drive Neehr Perfect during Lunch and Learn Use for undergraduate HIM students Vendor is starting to develop patient cases Not currently using de-identified authentic patient data or simulated data Students have access to EPIC Playground Strategies for embedding academic EHRs into courses and curricula Simulated environments using academic EHRs as a platform for research No scoring tool available, but plan to build one
When the dietetic students rotate for their clinical through slu hospital they get sign-ons.

Similar to a physician intern and the preceptor or attending signs off on the student's work
Review acquisition of EHR systems
Development, implementation and evaluation of EHR systems
Review and use CPRS, Vista, and EPIC
Present problems, limitations and future trends
Administrator, clinician and information manager roles are emphasized
Now, NO COST to the school or faculty

Site License in 2012

- $15,000 for 1st year
- $5,000 annual maintenance fee thereafter
- All departments and campuses
- Faculty training and orientation
- Access by all educators, preceptors, staff, and facilitators
Student Subscriptions – 3 terms

- 1-6 months: $65.00 (semester coverage)
- 7-12 months: $105 (calendar or academic year)
- 13-18 months: $155 (accelerated programs)

Subscription term begins when student activates on NP website
Purchase of Student Subscriptions

- By students individually through NP website
- At campus bookstore (with financial aid, if needed)
- By institution (with a fee included as a part of tuition, if desired)